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 The Reliance Rights Entitlements (RIL-RE) officially started trading on the NSE and BSE on 20 May. The 

RE gained nearly 40% during the day. The RE will be valid for trading only till 29 May and any transactions 

in RE have to be completed before that. The major trades on the RE counter on 20 May were Bank of New 

York offloading 1.025 crore rights entitlements and SOCGEN acquiring nearly 32.58 lakh Res from the open 

market. The RE can either be renounced / sold in the secondary market or the RE can be used to convert into 

actual rights shares, which will be credited to demat accounts on Jun 11. 

  

 Investors in Franklin Templeton are exploring a number of options to get their Rs.30,000 crore is almost 

locked up indefinitely in 6 Templeton Funds. The fund wants investors to consent to a refund of the money 

based on market valuations but clearly the investors are unhappy. They are exploring options like approach-

ing the courts, SEBI and even SEC since Templeton is a US-based fund. Ideally the first step would be to ap-

proach SEBI and if investors are unhappy they can approach the court, which can instruct SEBI to take action 

in a time bound manner. Approaching the SEC may be a tad more complicated. 

 

 Within just 3 years of a robust listing, Avenue Supermarkets has emerged as the 11th most valuable company 

in India. Avenue was promoted by marquee investor, Radhakishan Damani, and owns the highly popular and 

ubiquitous retail brand, D-Mart. Avenue Supermarts has touched market cap of Rs.1.59 trillion and is now 

more valuable than companies like Nestle, Maruti Suzuki, Asian Paints and HCL Tech. In a year when the 

indices are trading nearly 15% lower, the stock of Avenue Supermarts is up by 33.4%. It already has a pres-

ence in over 200 locations via its retail stores. 

 

 The net profits of Bajaj Auto were flat in the Mar-20 quarter at Rs.1310 quarter, but analysts are apprehensive 

that most of the impact of the lockdown may be seen only in the June quarter. Total revenues of Bajaj Auto 

fell by 8.15% to Rs.6816 crore. While the lockdown was to the extent of 40 days, only 8 days were accounted 

in the March quarter and the rest will be accounted for in the June quarter. Even its two wheeler volumes 

were 17% lower at 9.92 lakh units. The company sits on a fairly large cash stash of over Rs.14,300 crore. Ba-

jaj has the advantage of a robust export franchise. 

 

 According to a KPMG report, the total impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and the subsequent lockdown 

would be close to Rs.76,00,000 crore on the real estate sector in the fiscal year 2020-21. In fact, the KPMG 

report projects that the sale of housing units in the top-7 cities in India will fall by 30% from 4 lakh units last 

year to just 2.8 lakh units in FY21. The report expects any reasonable pick-up in real estate activity only after 

24 months. In the residential space, the income uncertainty will result in a combination of demand crunch and 

also tight funding. While residential property market will take a hit for sure, KPMG feels that even the com-

mercial property segment could take a big hit on account of shifting trends like social distancing, work-from-

home (WFH) etc. Overall impact could be huge! 

 

 The Civil Aviation Ministry has issued fresh guidelines allowing airline companies to operate from May 25 

onwards. The note highlighted that even if the city was in lockdown, flights would still be allowed to take off 

from the airport. The Ministry is issuing a detailed Standard Operating Procedure (SOP). Currently, two of 

the busiest airports in India, Delhi and Mumbai, fall in the Red Zone. However, flights will be permitted on 

these routes too. Most airlines will not be keen to operate their flights if Mumbai and Delhi are not part of the 

route map. One will have to await protocols and social distancing norms. 
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